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Abstract
Multigrid solvers belong to the most efficient state of the art numerical methods for solving
symmetric positive definite linear systems. The computational complexity is O(n) for sparse
systems with n unknowns. This optimal complexity makes multigrid a method of choice for
many large-scale applications.
The advances in high-performance computing (HPC) towards exascale machines rise the
demand for scalable and energy-efficient techniques. Standard parallelization uses all available
computing resources throughout the whole multigrid hierarchy. The overall performance is
then limited by the parallel performance on the coarsest level with the smallest problem size.
The use of multi-core and many-core platforms and co-processors to improve the parallel
performance has been studied in many works, see e.g. [1, 2, 3]. Recently, also the issue of
energy consumption has been addressed by means of accelerated smoothers and grid transfer
operators [4].
We improve both the parallel performance and the energy efficiency of a multigrid solver
by adapting the number of active processors according to the different problem sizes in the
multigrid hierarchy. To this end, we introduce a strategy for the dynamic adjustment of
the hardware activity during the execution of the multigrid solver. For comparison with the
standard parallelization, we assess performance and energy consumption by means of high
precision time and power measurements. Our adaption strategy can yield substantial savings both in time and energy to solution in situations where the non-adapted parallelization
becomes inefficient. Moreover, we give evidence that the energy savings are not only a consequence of the reduced time to solution, but rather an inherent benefit of our method.
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